A neural network is presented that explicitly represents form attributes and relations between them, thus solving the binding problem without temporal coding. Rather, the network creates a graph representation by dynamically allocating nodes to code local form attributes and establishing arcs to link them. With this representation, the network selectively groups and segments in depth objects based on line junction information, producing results consistent with those of several recent visual search experiments. In addition to depth-from-occlusion, the network provides a sufficient framework for local line-labeling processes to recover other three-dimensional (3-D) variables, such as edgelsurface contiguity, edge slant, and edge convexity.
Introduction
Visual object recognition in humans is largely invariant to viewpoint. The two-dimensional (2-D) projection of local object features and their relations change dramatically with change in viewpoint. However, the three-dimensional (3-D) !jtructural relationships that compose the object do not. Therefore, viewpoint-invariant form representations should explicitly encode the local form attributes and relations between them, so that the stable 3-D structural description can be recovered from the unstable 2-D information.
These computational considerations, backed up by many psychophysical results, support structural description models of human visual shape classification, which have independent, explicit representations of form attributes, and relations between these attributes. Alternative approaches, such as template matching and feature list matching, instead "trade off the capacity to represenl attribute structures with the capacity to represent relations" (Hummel and Biederman 1992) .
Models of early vision typically use a topographic representation, in which several features that compose a local form attribute are coded at each position in a 2-11 lattice. These features are explicitly bound by the architecture to their spatial position, but feature conjunctions at the same position, as well a:s structural relations between positions, such as "same edge," "on top of," or "belongs to," are left implicit. To explicitly represent these relations requires biiidiiig, which is problematic in a neural network architecture due to cross-talk between the highly interconnected representational units (Hummel and Biederman 1992; Sajda 1992, 1994; Sajda and Finkel 1995; Barlow 1981; Feldman and Ballard, 1982) .
One general binding approach is trvryoral codiiriy, in which attribute conjunctions are represented by temporal correlations in the outputs of different neurons (Hummel and Biederman 1992 ; Engel e t a / . 1992). Support for this idea stems from roughly 50 Hz oscillations found in cortex, with high temporal correlations between neurons responding to spatially distant parts of the same edge of a moving bar, but low correlations between neurons responding to the edges of different bars moving in opposite directions (Engel ct 01. 1992 . This approach suffers from intrinsic capacity limitations, however, due to the limited temporal resolution of neurons. Only a small number of different bindings can be simultaneously encoded, and the length of time required to measure neural temporal correlations may be too great to subserire real-time visual binding (Hummel and Biederman 1992 ).
An alternative binding approach is spatiiil coding, in which each attribute conjunction is explicitly coded by a separate unit (Feldman and Ballard 1982 ; Hinton c'f 01. 1986). However, using conjunctive codes at each lattice position results in an unacceptable combinatorial explosion of units. The combinatorial explosion can be alleiTiated with spatial coarsecoding, although this is effective only given a spatially sparse distribution of attributes, since the degree of confusion between different attributes varies with the coarseness of the code, or inversely with the spacing between attributes (Hinton rit a/. 1986). A spatial coding scheme (Feldman and Ballard 1982) that alleviates the combinatorial problem uses units with large dendritic fields and simple dendritic processing that make them receptive to local feature conjunctions, invariant to position in the sampling lattice. Here, a combinatorial explosion of conjunctive units is avoided, but at the cost of spatial uncertainty and inability to distinguish the number of copies of the same feature conjunction at different spatial positions. One solution to this problem would be to dynamically nssipi each conjunctive unit to a different, but useful, lattice position.
The Graph of Relations and Form (CRAF) model takes this approach by dynamically binding nodes coding local form attributes to critical image locations, and then binding the nodes into links with each other, thus producing a graph representation capable of coding 3-D structure. In contrast to the many recent models of dynamic binding that use temporal codes, the GRAF model creates bindings with a combination of dynamic gating o f signals to large dendritic fields and competitive interactions. Therefore, the GRAF model suggests a completely new approach for solving the binding problem in distributed neural architectures.
The GRAF model uses local form attribute information to guide linking across gaps, linking behind objects (amodal linking), and depth segmentation based on occlusion, thereby producing results consistent with those of some recent visual search experiments (Enns and Rensink 1994; Rensink and Enns 1995) . In addition, the GRAF model's representation is sufficient to support local line-labeling processes for recovering 3-D variables such as surface contiguity, edge slant, and edge convexity (Rensink 1992; Enns and Rensink 1991) .
1.1 Graph Representations. A graph representation of a visual scene can consist of graph nodes that code local scene attributes, and graph arcs that code relationships and control communication between them, useful for relaxation labeling (Hummel and Zucker 1983) . The GRAF model approaches the binding problem by creating such a graph representation with a neural network. Note that we use the term node to refer to a graph node, and the term neuron to refer to the basic processing unit of the neural network. The GRAF model's representation consists of groups of neurons that correspond to nodes and arcs. A node codes local form attributes and 3-D structural information where it is dynamically bound, while an arc links two nodes that represent different spatial locations, and controls all communication between them.
Each node and each arc is made up of several neurons that serve a few different processing roles. For a node, these roles consist of coding where the node is dynamically bound, what form attributes the node represents there, in what directions the node should link with other nodes, and 3-D information, such as depth, that the node represents. For an arc, these roles consist of coding the angle and the distance between the locations where its two nodes are dynamically bound, as well as the strength and direction of a link between the two nodes.
1.2 Overview of GRAF Model. For a neural network to create such a graph representation, certain implementational constraints need to be realized. First, neurons coding local form attributes, which compose the nodes, should be spatially flexible. Static allocation of a node at each lattice position results in a combinatorial explosion of neurons, since each node requires many neurons to code a full conjunctive set of form features. Rather, nodes are dynamically allocated to spatial positions as a function of featural salience. Neurons composing a node are thus capable of coding local information from many possible spatial positions.
Second, each node represents a unique spatial position, so that the mapping from coded spatial positions to nodes is one-to-one. Otherwise, a many-to-one mapping would entail losing spatial and featural identity, while a one-to-many mapping would result in an inefficient allocation of nodes.
Third, links between pairs of nodes are explicitly coded. The strength of a link is based on the spatial positions and attributes coded by its two nodes. Due to the spatial flexibility of nodes, their spatial relations are recovered only after the nodes are dynamically allocated to positions. After nodes are allocated and code local feature conjunctions, a competitive selection process establishes links (active arcs), thus binding nodes with each other.
The GRAF model is illustrated in Figure 1 . In Figure la , four "potential'' nodes (circles), and six arcs (dotted lines), wait to code an input. Given a visual input of the triangle in Figure lb , a saliency map of the important lattice positions (Fig. lc) is activated, and three of the nodes are dynamically allocated to the positions of local maxima in the saliency map, coding the local form attributes (Fig. Id) . Based on spatial relations and form attributes of the nodes, the appropriate arcs become activated, as shown by bold dotted lines in Figure le In the remainder of the paper, the GRAF model's equations are described and simulations of the model are shown. The GRAF model consists of four stages: ( I ) fe~7tirr~,estractiorz, in which simple features are topographically represented; (2)featurt. abstraction, in which the topographic feature representation is spatially abstracted into nodes, which code form attributes and their spatial positions; (3) attribute linking, in which nodes establish pairwise links (activated arcs) based on their form attributes and spatial relations; and (4) depth scy~ientation, in which relative depth is initially estimated at each node, based on local form attributes, and estimates are subsequently refined by relaxation between linked nodes.
Feature Extraction --. ~~
The first stage of the GRAF model is feature extraction within retinotopic coordinates. The output of this stage consists of local form measurements from oriented complex and end-stopped cells at each 2-D lattice position. Oriented complex cells represent smooth object boundaries, while end-stopped cells represent boundary discontinuities or segments of high curvature. Many types of boundaries, such as texture boundaries and illusory contours, are currently ignored for the sake of simplicity.
The complex and single end-stopped cell responses are obtained using oriented filters and subsequent nonlinearities in a process adapted from Heitger ct al. (1992) . Complex cells represent boundaries, invariant to direction-of-contrast, in K orientations (K = 12). Single end-stopped cells represent boundary discontinuities in 2K directions. The complex and end-stopped responses are combined across orientation to produce two saliency maps, a confiniintioir salienq niap (CSM), and a junction saliency 
Feature Abstraction
In the feature abstraction stage, nodes are allocated to lattice positions, where they code local form attributes, as illustrated in Figure Id . This process occurs in parallel for two sets of nodes, continuation and junction nodes, which code smooth boundaries and boundary discontinuities, respectively. Continuation nodes are allocated to active locations of the CSM, while being prevented from coding the same locations as junction nodes, which are allocated to active locations of the ISM. Each node has several types of neurons, p7sitiori (P),fbr.iu n t t r i h t r (FA), ~qt'oiq'iiig (G) , and r l q~f h (D) neurons. P neurons code the location that a node binds to, FA neurons code the form attributes at that location, G neurons code the directions in which a node tries to group with other nodes, and D neurons code depth.
3.1 Allocation of Nodes. Each C S M or ISM neuron, in retinotopic coordinates, sends output to a single P neuron of several different nodes.
The P neurons in each node make up a P-map, which is topographic and in one-to-one correspondence with a spatially offset chunk of a CSM or ISM. For flexibility, P-maps of nearby nodes spatially overlap, as shown in Figure 3a . A node is allocated t o an acti\re saliency map location by c/ioosiizLq a single P neuron through two simultaneous competitive processes. The first is winner-take-all competition between different nodes tor the same general location of the saliency map. This is accomplished by feedback suppression from P neurons to the nearby output signals from the saliency map that feed to the other nodes, as well as to nearby I-' neurons of the same node. The srcorid is winner-take-all competition tor different spatial locations between neurons of each P-map. These two inhibitory processes are illustrated in Figure 3a establishes one-to-one mappings between salient locations and nodes. A node's chosen P neuron determines the image location where the "templates" of the form attribute neurons are centered, and thus the location coded by the node. P neurons are activated as follows. We use a geometry in which the coordinates (g. h ) of nodes, ( i . j ) of P neurons, and (x.y) of saliency and feature maps are related by
We have 7 x 7 junction nodes, each with a 40 x 40 P-map, and 9 x 9 Each FA neuron can "apply" its template anywhere within a large spatial extent, because it has a large dendritic field that receives several spatially separated input copies. An FA neuron responds only where the node is dynamically allocated, however, because its dendritic field is gated by the active P neuron, as illustrated in Figure 3b . Figure 4a 
Linking Form Attributes
Nodes are linked together based on their form attribute codes and spatial relations. A node's chosen FA neuron determines the directions it can group. Each node has 2K G neurons that code the grouping strength in each of the possible 2K directions. Grouping strength in each direction is determined by modulating the featural signals of the complex and endstopped cells by the magnitudes of the template elements of the chosen FA neuron. The complex and end-stopped cell activations are first passed through the compressive functionfG(x) = x/(O.l + x) in order to make their strengths more equal. In addition, if the chosen FA neuron suggests an amodal grouping possibility (i.e., the neuron codes a T-junction or a termination), then the grouping strength in the direction of the "stem" is copied into the G neuron in the opposite, amodal direction.
Arcs code the pairwise links between nodes. Arcs are composed of neurons coding the distance and angle between nodes, as well as neurons coding the strength and direction of internode linking. As soon as the two nodes are spatially allocated, the spatial relation between the nodes is recovered. The two nodes' chosen P neurons activate, via second order (multiplicative) connections, distance and angle neurons of the internode arc, so that the angle 0 and distance d between the nodes' loci are represented, as shown in Figure 5a . In our simulations, the activation of distance and angle neurons was approximated by directly calculating the distance and angle between nodes based on their maximally active P neurons, p,q lI and P~s~,~l~,,~,,~,
where, again, the variables x. y and g. k. i.j are related by (3.1).
Initial Estimate of Linking Strength.
Once an arc codes the spatial relation between its two nodes, the strength of their link is initially estimated based on the amount of agreement between the grouping directions of the two nodes. This is determined by excitatory input to the arc's linking ( L ) neurons, each of which codes the link in a particular direction. First, the distance and angle neurons excitatorily gate L neurons for appropriate possible linking directions, thus forming a dynamic template (Fig. 5b) . Next, each node sends excitatory grouping signals, based on its coded form attributes, to the L neurons. The degree to which these signals match with the excitatory gating of the L neurons determines the strength of the net input signal (Figure 6a) . Note that the nodes in Figure 6a can potentially link vertically and horizontally based on their form attributes, yet the dynamic template in the L neurons (indicated by shading) allows only horizontal linking. 
The function @d,ff returns the absolute difference between angles (ranging from 0 to K -1). The parameters are n,i = 12.5 and no = 3.0. The form of this short-range grouping is illustrated in Figure 6b , which shows spatially "fuzzy" colinear grouping signals of continuation and junction nodes. In addition, if the two nodes have amodal grouping signals, then an additional amodal component is added. The amodal component is determined the same way as in equation (4.3), except that the grouping directions of the two nodes, k' and k", are cocircularly related: and is inhibited by similarly oriented L neurons of other arcs that join one of its two nodes, ( g . k ) or (g'.k'). Here, we sum over (g".k 
Inhibition falls off gaussianly (n = 1.5) with orientational difference,
A simulated example of linking, based on the feature abstraction example shown in Figure 4 , is shown in Figure 4b (before) and Figure 4c (after) interarc competition.
Depth Segmentation
Now that the nodes are linked together, a framework exists for information propagation to refine local 3-D estimates, based on more global information. Much work has been done on the use of local operations for line-labeling and occlusion-based depth segmentation (Rensink 1992; Finkel and Sajda 1992; Grossberg 1994 Grossberg , 1995 . A key to this process is proper control of communication between local representations. The GRAF model achieves this control with explicitly coded arcs that bind the nodes into relations with each other. Currently, the only 3-D structure processing performed by the GRAF model is relative depth segmentation based on occlusion relationships, a process similar to that proposed by Sajda (1992, 1994) and Sajda and Finkel (1995) . The depth segmentation process is illustrative of how other 3-D variables could be recovered, such as surface contiguity, edge slant, and edge convexity. Such line-labeling processes would require explicit coding of L-, Y-, and arrow-junctions, and would use the same gating mechanism that controls depth segmentation.
The GRAF model segments boundaries in depth at T-junctions. Communication between a pair of nodes, gated by their connecting arc, enforces the same depth, while communication between two depth representations at a T-junction enforces higher depth for the top bar, and lower depth for the bottom stem. This communication consists of excitatory and inhibitory interactions between coarse-coding D neurons. Each node contains N D neurons, which are excited and inhibited by the D neurons of other nodes it is linked to. Depth signals between two nodes, along their linked direction 8, are gated by the summed activity of L neurons at their connecting arc, The linked direction H in (5.1) is determined as follows. Each node has a small discrete set of grouping directions, { H}, which is determined by the node's chosen FA neuron. The grouping direction in which any two nodes are linked is that H which is closest to their relative angle, (5.2) All depth inputs in one linked direction are summed. Inputs consist of on-center excitation of neurons coding similar depths, and off-surround inhibition of neurons coding different depths. The net (excitations or inhibitions) from different linking directions are then multiplied together.
In (5.3)-(5.5), n indexes depth neurons, and 15' indexes the grouping directions in which a node has links. The excitatory and inhibitory kernels are
Finally, if a node codes a T-junction, then two sets of D neurons are used (one for the top bar, and the other for the stem of the T). In this case, cross inhibition between the two sets of D neurons is added to the Inhib term in (5.5) to push the top bar to a higher depth, and the bottom stem to a lower depth, where Figure 4c , is shown in Figure 4d , which shows junction nodes (points) and locally maximum arcs (lines) in a 3-D plot, in which the ordinate represents depth as coarse coded by the D neurons.
6 Simulations 6.1 Grouping across Gaps. Rensink and Enns (1995) used visual search tasks to show that an apparent length illusion induced by MullerLyer stimuli is obtained rapidly. Thus, if a target Muller-Lyer figure is "wings-out" and distractor figure is "wings-in,'' then search of the wingsin target among wings-out distractors is slow only if the entire figures, including the wings, are of the same length. They used this result to explore conditions under which rapid grouping across gaps binds contour fragments together.
Figure 7a (left) shows example target/distractor pairs, in which the target is above the distractor, adapted from Rensink and Enns (1995) . In this example, the entire distractor wings-in figure is shorter than the target wings-out figure, and each figure contains one or more gaps. In their experiment, if the gap was in the middle of the connecting bar, as shown in the top two cases, then search was equally fast, regardless of whether the gap was small or large. This result indicates that the pieces were bound together across the gaps. The GRAF model produces consistent results, shown to the right of the target/distractor pairs, in which the figures are linked across the gaps. On the other hand, if two gaps were placed so that the Y-junctions became L-junctions, as in the bottom two cases, then search was slow regardless of whether the gaps were large or small. This result indicates that the pieces were not bound together across the gaps. The GRAF model produces consistent results, in which the pieces are not linked across the gaps. Figure 7b shows variations involving a center gap. Here, the overall target and distractor figures are of the same length, so fast search indicates a lack of binding of the pieces, and slow search indicates binding of the pieces; see Rensink and Enns (1995) for details. If the right-hand pieces were shifted vertically, so that cocircular interpolation of the segments across the gap was removed (top two cases), then binding took place only if the gap was small (as indicated by the search results). If both segments were bent so that cocircular interpolation still joined them (bottom two cases), the pieces were bound whether the gap was small or large. The GRAF linking results are consistent with these experimental results, as shown in Figure 7b .
The GRAF model is able to produce the above results because (1) it employs spatial grouping rules that embody the principle of good continuation, and (2) linking is attempted only in directions that are appropriate given the explicitly coded line-junctions. Other vision models that employ the principle of good continuation may also be able to account for many of the same results (Grossberg and Mingolla 1985; Kellman and Shipley 1991; Hummel and Biederman 1992) . Rensink and Elins (1995) , are shown. Input stimuli are shown on the left of each column, and the linked GRAF representation is shown on the right, with junction nodes (points), and locally maximum arcs (lines) plotted. Linking across gaps obtained by the GRAF model is consistent in all of these cases with experimental results. Figure 4 show the GRAF model's "recovery" from occlusion, which consists of amodal completion and depth segmentation. Enns and Rensink (1994) showed that introducing small gaps between the occluding and occluded objects causes dramatic changes in visual search, presumably because the two segments of the occluded object are no longer bound together. Figure 8 illustrates this finding, where occlusion in Figure 8a results in amodal linking of the occluded object and subsequent depth segmentation of the objects. In Figure Sb , on the other hand, small gaps separating the objects result in no amodal linking and no depth segmentation.
Amodal Completion and Depth Segmentation. The examples in
Although the GRAF model uses no surface representation, it still demonstrates some rudimentary intelligence in its amodal linking, using only boundary information. Figure 8c shows an input image similar to that of Figure 8a , except that the right-hand segment is shifted vertically by half its height. The result is that before competition in the linking stage, three different amodal links are equally strong (middle). Due to interarc competition, however, the two correct links are chosen (right).
The depth segmentation examples so far have been globally consistent.
Given a scene that is globally inconsistent (assuming planar objects with no 3-D slant), the GRAF model finds the best compromise between local cues for different-depth at T-junctions, and same-depth along boundaries, producing figures bent in depth in a spline-like way (Fig. 8d) . A complete model for amodal completion and depth from occlusion would require explicit representation of surfaces (Nakayama and Shimojo 1990) . Future extensions to the GRAF model might represent each surface with a node in a "surface" graph. Sajda 1992,1994; Sajda and Finkel 1995) , Hummel and Biederman's dynamic binding model (Hummel and Biederman 1992) , and Grossberg's FACADE theory of 3-D vision (Grossberg 1994 (Grossberg , 1995 , bind their representations within a 2-D lattice representation. These models also differ from each other in how they establish their bindings. The models of Finkel and Sajda and Hummel and Biederman use temporal codes in their boundary representations. Grossberg's model primarily uses filling-in of surface representations within boundary compartments. As we have shown, the GRAF model uses a novel spatial binding mechanism that encodes explicit links between local form attributes. We believe that a primary criterion for evaluating vision models is to determine how well their binding mechanisms work.
Psychophysical Data.
What is the psychophysical evidence that sophisticated form representations are obtained in a purely bottom-up "preattentive" manner, as suggested by the GRAF model? Recent experiments using the visual search paradigm have shown that representations of 3-D structure are rapidly obtained, which requires integrating complex information from localized regions, such as line junctions, across objects (Enns and Rensink 1991) . In addition, rapid grouping of disconnected figures is obtained where the grouping is again dependent on complex information at localized regions (Enns and Rensink 1994; Rensink and Enns 1995) . Therefore, rapid, presumably preattentive, visual processes appear to possess sophisticated grouping and depth recovery capabilities. 7.3 Physiological Data. What is the physiological support for the GRAF model? The model predicts that extrastriate cells should be found with classical receptive fields much larger than the size of their optimal stimulus. These cells should, at any one time, respond to only a portion of their receptive field, ignoring the rest. Many extrastriate cells in areas V2 and V4 have been found with classical receptive fields much larger than the size of their optimal stimuli (Desimone and Schein 1987; Hubel and Livingstone 1985) . Many V4 receptive fields can apparently be restricted to a subregion that corresponds to an attended location (Moran and Desimone 1985) . Models to explain these data posit attentional gating of receptive fields (Van Essen and Anderson 1990; Desimone 1992) , or a feature-based suppression mechanism (Desimone 1992 ). The GRAF model predicts that stimulus-driven receptive field restriction also occurs independently of focused attention. Another prediction is that many of the cells with these receptive field properties should be receptive to complex form features, such as line junctions.
7.4 Summary and Conclusions. With its novel binding architecture, the GRAF model provides a new interpretation for the role of large dendritic fields and fan-in/fan-out of connections besides mere filtering or feature detection. The main innovations of the GRAF model are thus (1) dynamically binding nodes to locations to explicitly code form attributes, and (2) competing between links that bind form attributes into explicit relationships to provide a framework for depth segmentation and linelabeling processes. These processes can indirectly aid the recovery of 3-D shape, and, ultimately, object recognition, by providing good estimates of several 3-D variables. Additionally, the model's graph representation may directly aid the recovery of 3-D shape through a graph matching process, such as that shown in Dickinson, et al. (1992) .
